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Display X6
The new X6 Display has a color screen and features a new button pad which is remote from 
the main screen, placed on the right handle:  [+] [M] [-]

With battery switched ON, press [M] to turn display (the drive system) ON.

To access settings press [+] and [-] together then enter PW 3333 (use + to change position and 
– to set the number) than hold [+] and you are in.
Press [M] to move through parameters P01 ~P16
See below table of parameters and settings.

If you choose to use NFC access, go to P14, it prompts for a PW 0000 …  enter code 3031 and 
hold [+] … P14 will show “0” meaning no phone or NFC card paired yet.
(you may pair up to 3 NFC devices)
Allow (turn on) NFC on your phone. Bring the phone close to the display screen. P14 will turn 
to “1” then “2” and “3” as you add new phones. To delete the paired phones tap [-] and it will 
go back to “0”.

Access without phone or NFC fob  (back door) …  (missing fob or phone)
Press [+] and [-] together until it prompts 0000 then enter PW 3031 … ***note that in this 
situation [+] and [-] change the number up and down and [M] changes position. Hold [+] after 
you enter the PW 3031…  and you are in.
While you are in, you may want to delete all paired phones. Access settings press [+] and [-] 
together then enter PW 3333 (use + to change position and – to set the number) than hold [+]. 
Press [M] multiple times until P14. To delete the paired phones tap [-] and it will go back to 
“0”. Press [+] and [-] together to exit settings.



Parameters settings:

P01   speed limit as a percentage of the top speed 44mph
P02  30 (nr of magnets in the motor)
P03  835 (tire circumference in mm)
P04  miles or km
P05  72V
P06  10 minutes sleep timer
P07  3 motors
P08  1
P09  1   (0 resets the odometer)
P10  2  (start power)
P11  0  
P12  1 or 0  (turn on or off the wheel immobilizer – only works with battery switched on)
P13  keep it 0  (e-brake intensity 0-1-2-3) 
P14  0000   enter code 3031 to pair phone NFC
P15  set password – factory set 3333
P16  max power level  1,2,3,4,5
P17  not used 


